
Helping you stand up to COVID-19
Seven critical communication tools designed for healthcare’s demands
Even during more routine times, disinfecting healthcare and 
other high-traffic environments is a serious responsibility.  
In this unprecedented time, sanitary spaces are more  
critical than ever before – everyone’s health depends on it.

Then, and now, we’re here to help you.

Healthcare is in our DNA. That’s why we’ve always  
engineered products to meet the cleaning demands of 
these critical spaces. From durable finishes to highly  
cleanable construction, we’ve created signage and wall 
accessories that support clean environments and  
effective communication.

< Moxie
Easy-to-clean graphic panels for signage and art  With its 
scrubbable surface and its chemical-resistant coating, Moxie 
adapts to every communication need. Room identification,  
directional signage, informational graphics – Moxie does it all  
and provides a smooth, durable surface that welcomes the  
most potent cleaning agents.

For artwork that brings comfort during these  
stressful times, Moxie is the canvas alternative 
that displays beautiful imagery without the  
cleaning challenge of popular textured  
fabric substrates.

> More about Moxie

Vivid >
The signage platform designed for easy and thorough 
cleaning  Engineered to combine highly cleanable construction 
with endless graphic potential, Vivid was created with healthcare 
settings in mind. Smooth one-piece construction free of additional 
edges and crevices makes Vivid the highly effective complete sign 
solution for healthcare and other high-traffic environments.

> Learn about Vivid
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• Virex® Tb
• Oxivir®
• Hydrogen peroxide cleaners
• Alcohol-based cleaners
• Bleach-based cleaners

• Purell® sanitizer wipes
• Lysol®
• Fantastik®
• Formula 409®

    • Windex®

<  Freestanding 
Signage

The right message where and when 
you need it  As protocols, procedures, 
and traffic flows adapt to these  
demanding times, our Freestanding 
signs with replaceable inserts com-
municate the right message, in the 
right place, at the right time. Built using 
smooth construction, they are the 
highly cleanable solution for healthcare 
and other high-traffic environments with 
changing communication needs.

> Configure Freestanding Signs
to meet your needs

Go ahead: 
Slather them up. Wipe them down.
Our products are guaranteed to stand up to these 
commercial and household cleaning products:

Notice Holders >
Protect and declutter with one ingeniously simple product 
Pathogens like paper. And unfortunately, as facilities adapt to 
changing demands, paper signs may become all too common 
communication tools in healthcare settings. Our Notice Holders 
offer a simple, yet effective means of containing temporary paper 
signs and protect them and the people in your space from  
contamination. Let us help you take cleanability a step  
further – we can print your inserts to our cleanable substrate.

> Put Notice Holders to work for you

< Sanitizer Stations
Dispensing a healthier environment  Hand sanitizer is a most 
coveted personal disinfecting product. It needs to be at critical 
points throughout your facility. Our easily installed, wall-mounted 
Sanitizer Stations become prominent beacons of health. There are 
also configurations that accommodate tissues, gloves, masks,  
and gowns. Specify them with the finish or brand graphics to  
fit your space, so they remain an effective tool well beyond  
the current crisis.

> Sanitizer Station configurations

Attend Patient Room Signs >
Cleanability, clarity, security, and style  Communication is 
critical. Staff needs to be aware of patient precautions and vital 
information to prevent accidents, infection, and all the risks that 
threaten patient outcomes. Attend Patient Room Signs with our 
Vivid construction, are designed to help you provide the highest 
level of care by communicating with exceptional clarity  and easy 
cleaning that protects everyone that encounters them.

> Take a closer look at Attend

Learn about our Healthcare focus >

<  Cleanable Inserts 
The durable insert option for all our updatable sign products 
For signage and Notice holders that accept inserts, many facilities 
use their own paper inserts. As a more sanitary option, we can 
provide your messaging on durable, cleanable inserts that stand 
up to scrubbing and antiviral cleaning agents.

> Download insert templates
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